
 

Animal functional diversity started out poor,
became richer over time
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All marine animals alive today have a variation of one of nine basic body plans
that first appeared during, or shortly after, the Cambrian Explosion 542 million
years ago. Credit: Eric Cheng
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Like a master painter who uses the same brush techniques to continually
create original works of art, evolution has produced unique species to fill
new or vacated ecological functions by tinkering with just a few basic
body plans that have changed little in hundreds of millions of years.

The end result: tremendous diversity in myriad combinations of animal
life.

But a comprehensive analysis of marine fossils by Stanford researchers
shows that the evolution of ecological diversity—what animals do—did
not, as some scientists predicted, follow the same pattern as the evolution
of taxonomic diversity-what animals look like. Instead, it developed at a
much slower pace, culminating with the rich assortment of animal
functions that exists today.

"The fossil record provides clear evidence that the basic body plans that
all marine animals follow today evolved around the time of the
Cambrian explosion 542 million years ago and almost all subsequent new
species are variations on those themes," said Stanford paleobiologist
Jonathan Payne, who is a coauthor on a new study detailing the findings.
"But what animals have been able to do with those body plans has
changed dramatically, and took much longer to reach the point that we
see today."

In the study, published online on March 4 in the journal Nature
Communications, Payne and his team test a theory proposed by famed
evolutionary biologist Stephen J. Gould and others that the evolution of
ecological function underwent an "early burst" during the dawn of
animal life, similar to that of body plans.

Payne's research team did this by categorizing two-thirds of the entire
marine animal fossil record according to specific criteria related to
ecological function. The scientists took each group, or genus, of marine
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animals and assigned it an 'ecological mode of life'-a Rubik's Cube of
possibilities that factors in a creature's habitat, how mobile it is, and its
feeding mode. For example, a sea sponge that lives attached to the
seafloor and feeds on organic particles wafting by on ocean currents has
a different ecological mode of life than a tuna, which swims through the
ocean and preys on other fish.

  
 

  

Animal functional diversity (blue line) and taxonomic diversity (orange line) not
only recovered after the two largest mass extinctions in Earth's history, in each
case they rebounded well beyond pre-extinction levels and are more closely
intertwined today than ever before. Credit: Eric Cheng

The team did this for more than 18,000 genera and revealed how the
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functional diversity of marine animals has evolved through
time—something that had never been done before. The result was
surprising.

"Our evidence is very clear that, unlike basic body plans, the ecological
functions of animals did not appear in an early burst at all. Rather, it's
quite the opposite," said Matthew Knope, a former postdoctoral
researcher in Payne's lab and the lead author of the new study.

"What we show is that marine animals have followed a 'late filling'
model in which it has taken the past 542 million years to get to where we
are now-a world filled with a dizzying array of animals doing vastly
different things from one another. The world that we see today has really
been created over the very long expanse of evolutionary time."

Another key insight from the research is that in the aftermath of the two
largest mass extinction events in Earth's history-the End Permian
extinction 252 million years ago and the end Cretaceous 66 million years
ago-the number of ecological functions not only bounced back, it
rebounded well beyond pre-extinction levels so that more ecological
roles were filled than ever before.

"It appears that after those mass extinctions there was a loss of
previously dominant groups. This created ecological opportunities for
the surviving groups," Payne said.

Payne's group has been interested in the question of whether biology
follows certain trends. A previous study by the team found fresh support
for Cope's rule, a theory in biology that states that animal lineages tend
to evolve toward larger sizes over time. The team has now found
evidence of another trend in the history of life on Earth: the increase of
ecological diversity over time.
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"What's striking is that unlike body size, which exhibited gradual, long-
term trends, there were big jumps in ecological diversity after mass
extinction events," Payne said.

While the findings offer hope that Earth can recover from the current
extreme loss of biodiversity caused by human activity-sometimes called
the "Sixth Mass Extinction"-the scientists say there is one important
caveat to keep in mind: in both of Earth's two largest mass extinction
events, the recovery took about 20 million years.

"Life may rally back from the current mass extinction," Payne said, "but
that recovery will never be seen by humans."

  More information: "Comparative history of taxonomic and functional
diversity in marine animals," Nature Communications, 2015.
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